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FOREWORD

FROM THE NATIONAL PROJECT
DIRECTOR
Alhamdulillah it gives me great pleasure to announce
that Project IC-CFS has been reactivated by United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), GEF and
Government of Malaysia. It is being spearheaded by
Forestry Department of Peninsular Malaysia (FDPM)
and aims to conserve biodiversity and ecosystem
services in three critical landscapes of the Central
Forest Spine (CFS) in Johor, Pahang and Perak. It will
continue to support the country's CFS Master Plan to
restore connectivity between major forest complexes.
As the National Project Director, I am confident that
this year (2021) will see the IC-CFS Project making
significant strides towards achieving the overall
project goals and outputs. This is because of the
strong commitment from our implementing partners
the Department of Wildlife and National Parks (DWNP)
and Forest Research Institute Malaysia (FRIM) as well
as the respective State Forestry Departments.

In addition, I am pleased to be aided by a competent
Project Support Unit headed by an experienced
Project Manager, Dr. Samsudin bin Musa and I am
thankful to the members of the Project Management
Unit particularly the Ministry of Energy and Natural
Resources and UNDP for their advice and unwavering
support to ensure the project is implemented
successfully.

"With this, I present to you the
first newsletter of IC-CFS
Project 2021 Volume 1, No. 1.
We hope to disseminate
useful information on the
project to our stakeholders
and welcome constructive
feedback. We also like to
enhance awareness on the
Central Forest Spine and the
efforts being undertaken to
conserve and protect forest
habitat and wildlife as well
promote their sustainable
management."
YBhg. Dato' Hj. Zahari bin Ibrahim
Deputy Director-General Forestry of Peninsular Malaysia /
National Project Director IC-CFS

IC-CFS IN A FLASH
Improving Connectivity in the Central Forest Spine
Landscape”, or IC-CFS, is a GEF-funded (Global
Environment Facility) project with an overall aim of
“Sustainable land and forest management in the
Central Forest Spine (CFS) Landscape secures the
critical wildlife habitats, conserves biodiversity and
maintains continuous flow of multiple ecosystem
services” in Peninsular Malaysia. Basically, the IC-CFS
project was launched to support the Central Forest
Spine initiatives.

Strengthening wildlife and forestry crime
monitoring,
intelligence,
investigation,
and
prosecution at the state and federal level under
implementation of FDPM and DWNP.
Conducting Communication, Education and Public
Awareness (CEPA) program in three IC-CFS states.
Strengthening Human Elephant Conflict mitigation
measures within Belum-Temenggor and EndauRompin.
Developing a sustainable finance plan.

This project will conserve biodiversity and ecosystem
services in three critical landscape of the Central
Forest Spine.
The project will be responsible for achieving the
following objective:
Increase capacity within federal and state CFSMP
authorities for oversight, management and
implementation of the CFSMP.
Build capacity for wildlife and forestry crime law
enforcement.
Develop sustainable landscape management plans
in the three focal landscapes.
Support diversification and sustainability of funds
for CFS conservation.
It is designed to lift the barriers to establishment of a
landscape approach to the management of
biodiversity. The project will comprise three
complementary components which will be cost shared
by the GEF with co-financing from the Government of
Malaysia.
The project supports the objectives of the 10th
Malaysia Plan, National Physical Plan, Central Forest
Spine Master Plan and National Tiger Action Plan.

REACTIVATION

With the reactivation of the project in second quarter
of 2020 and the hiring of the staff of the Project
Support Unit, The IC-CFS Project 2.0 is expected to be
implemented in full force. The Project has addressed
much of the bottlenecks that had hindered its
progress in the past and have even developed
improved procedures for procurement, hiring of
consultants as well as disbursement of funds.
Consequently, 2021 is expected to see much of the
activities implemented as planned. Amongst the major
milestones for year 2021, includes:
Developing and piloting monitoring tools for
biodiversity, ecosystem services and carbon stocks
which will be headed by FRIM.
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT UNIT
Since IC-CFS Project has several implementing
partners as well as collaboration with civil societies
and academia, a Project Management Unit (PMU) has
been established to ensure it is effectively
implemented.
The PMU is responsible for overall coordination of
project activities particularly coordinating the national
and intra-landscape level activities that are largely
linked to policy and systematic and institutional
capacities for managing landscapes.
The PMU is headed by National Project Director who is
responsible for implementation and financial
requirement of the project.
The PMU consist of members from Division of Forest
Management and Biodiversity of Ministry of Energy
and Natural Resources (KeTSA), the Interim Head of
Sustainable and Resilient Development as well as the
Environmental Analyst from UNDP and Focal Officers
from FDPM, DWNP and FRIM, State Forestry and last
but not least the IC-CFS Project Support Unit.
PMU meeting is set to be held monthly to discuss on
the update and progress of output and activities as
well as address any matters that may arise.
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ANNE MAJANIL

Project Assistant IC-CFS

NURSHAZWANI BINTI AB RAZAK

Project Assistant IC-CFS (JPSM)

COMPONENT OF IC-CFS
Under the new Strategic Result Framework that was developed for the Project by the Adaptive Management
Advisory Panel, the project comprises 3 main components with 8 outcomes, 18 outputs and 43 targets. The main
outputs are shown below:

2021 KEY MILESTONE MAJOR DELIVERABLES
TO GEF/1
(FOR PROJECT EXTENSION YEAR 2022)

"The only way forward, if we are going to improve the
quality of the environment, is to get everybody involved."
-Richard Rogers-

Retreat
IC-CFS KICK OFF THE
YEAR WITH A RETREAT
The IC-CFS Project has kicked off the year 2021 by
having its first one of a kind online retreat involving all
agencies that were involved with the project to
elaborate on the planned activities under the AWP
2021 and to enhance the planning as well as
implementation of activities to meet the key
milestones and targets for the project.
The online retreat which was held on 1-3 February
2021 was officiated by Dato' Hj. Zahari bin Ibrahim,
the National Project Director for IC-CFS Project where
he emphasized the year 2021 is an important year for
the project as the achievement of the key milestone
will determine the continuation of the project for
upcoming year 2022. Throughout the whole 3 days 2
nights retreat, in-depth discussions were conducted
on planned activities for each output under the AWP
2021. The retreat helped all the agencies better reflect
the activities needed to meet Project targets.
Agencies also developed detailed activities and
realistic timelines that will be monitored by the Project
management Unit.

The National Project Director in his closing remarks
mentioned that the retreat was well conducted with
good participation from all agencies involved. He
indicated that the year 2021 will be a challenging year
for implementation of the project as the entire world is
still fighting with Covid-19 pandemic and coping with
the new norms with movement restrictions. At the
same time, the project is still expected to meet the
minimum 95% expenditure target and has to achieve
all the key milestone in order to ensure the
continuation of the project into 2022.

SMART
PATROL
Model data determination and
preliminary field session
workshop

In enhancing enforcement efforts to reduce
wildlife crime and protect our nation's valuable
forest biodiversity, the Project is promoting the
implementation of SMART Patrol by all the
relevant enforcement agencies. SMART is an
internationally
accepted
biodiversity
conservation software that has helped wildlife
rangers and managers in various countries
improve efficiency in tracking and analyzing
signs of illegal activities observed during patrols.

It is currently being used by Department of
Wildlife and National Parks (DWNP) and some of
the environmental NGOs assisting in wildlife
protection. However, the Forestry Department
Peninsular Malaysia (FDPM) does not use the
software in their patrolling of the Permanent
Reserved Forest. In this project, SMART Patrolling
will be adopted by the Forestry Department and
implemented in an integrated manner with DWNP
allowing greater sharing of information and
enhance the effectiveness of enforcement.

Towards this end, FDPM has held a workshop on
“Bengkel Penentuan Data Model Dan Latihan

Persediaan
Rondaan
Dan
Penguatkuasaan
Berasaskan SMART PATROL” at Taiping, Perak on 15

-18 March 2021. The workshop was held in
collaboration with the Department of Wildlife and
National Parks to determine the suitable data model
that includes data structures and data types to be
standardised.
It is set that Perak state will be the pilot state for the
Integrated SMART Patrol execution. FPDM officers will
be trained in use of SMART Patrol system from
planning, preparation of equipment, field monitoring,
recording, and entering data into the system as well as
producing output from data analysis. This is to ensure
that wildlife and forestry crime, monitoring,
intelligence, investigation, and prosecution at state
and federal level are strengthened.

DIRECTION AND
IC-CFS PROJECT IN
FUTURE PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR

On 18 March 2021, the Pahang State Forestry
Department invited the IC-CFS Project to
attend a meeting to discuss IC-CFS Project’s
direction and current planning for Pahang.
The meeting was held at the Terenggun
Forest Development Office, Terenggun
Forest Eco-Park, Lipis, Pahang.
The Pahang State Forestry Department has
acknowledged their readiness to implement all
planned activities for this project. The Forestry State
Director even suggested that a SMART Patrol system
workshop could also be held in Pahang apart from
Perak. He also suggested that the Communications,
Educations, and Public Awareness (CEPA) Program for
Pahang be implemented in conjunction with
International Forest Day Celebration – State level and
“Kempen 100 Juta Penanaman Pokok” which is
expected to take place in June 2021.
Members of the meeting were then taken to visit the
CFS Ecological Corridor in Sg. Yu to see the viaduct
and its surroundings area. This viaduct is the longest
wildlife bridge in Malaysia and is built to reduce the
threat to the original habitat of wildlife and to reduce
the risk of wild animals dying from being hit by
vehicles. Coincidentally, members of the meeting were
greeted by a MYCAT Volunteer who briefed on the
MYCAT initiatives at the site on clearing the viaduct's
surrounding area and their tree planting program.

EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM
UNDER THE WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT 2010

Under the IC-CFS Project, unprecedented efforts
are being undertaken to enhance enforcement
effectiveness to reduce wildlife crime through
empowerment of officers other than the
Department of Wildlife and National Parks
(DWNP) to implement the Wildlife Conservation
Act (WCA) 2010. Currently officers from the
Forestry Department is restricted to undertaking
enforcement within the Permanent Reserved
Forests only while State Park Officers restricted
within the State Parks. Thus if a wildlife crime is
being conducted outside their boundaries they
are powerless to act.
To address this and enhance enforcement
efforts, selected officers consisting of Forestry
Officers and State Park Officers are being
considered to be given certain powers under
WCA Act 716 by the Director General of the
Department of Wildlife and National Parks to
carry out wildlife enforcement activities. On 25
March 2021, DWNP held a meeting in Putrajaya
related to the empowerment program under the
Wildlife Conservation Act 2010
The meeting was chaired by Dr. Pazil bin Abdul
Patah, Director of Enforcement division, DWNP.
The objective of this meeting was to understand
the limitation of power of government agencies
to prevent wildlife crime and to determine the
type of power and jurisdiction scope under
Wildlife Conservation Act (WCA) 2010 to be
delegated on to the selected agencies. Aside
from that, the meeting also discussed on the
limitation of the existing enforcement SOPs for
Johor National Park Enforcement JNPC.
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